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MANY works on Golf have appeared, most of which
seem to have been written, not so much with the idea
of helping the enthusiast, as of making pleasant read-
ing, and, I take it, this is not the summum bonum
of every golfer's existence. Every such enthusiast, and
I venture to believe there are many, has taken to him-
self, either consciously or unconsciously, some golfer in
quite the first flight, as his model, whose style he con-
siders most coincides with his own ideas of the game as
it should be played,-and which appeals to him as the
most likely to fit in with his own peculiarities or
physique.

Should such an one find in these pages his own ideal,
I hope the photographs, together with the letterpress
facing each, will be of some use to him, as showing the
methods of the golfer he has chosen for his example.
For he need no longer take a railway journey of many
miles to try to gauge for himself the position of his
model's feet to the ball-how far back his club swings
or how his club finishes for each kind of stroke. In
these pages he can see the stance at a glance, as each
golfer is standing on a square of four feet divided into



six-inch squares; and he need not be constantly wonder-
ing if he is on the right lines, and is standing as his
model does, or following his methods. All this sounds
very mechanical, little calculated to produce good
golfers-but I know for a fact, some of our best
golfers have come to be what they are through much
tribulation and stri~ing after their high ideals. They
thought out their own games, being influenced by that
of others; they paid great attention to the small begin-
nings, and the result is that after the fruitful drudgery of
close practice, they have evolved a game for themselves
which makes them in turn the ideal of others. No
doubt while they were thinking out their game they
were mere copies or poor imitations of those who in-
fluenced them, but passing through the necessary school-
ing they have attained that free and natural style, which
deceives the eye of the onlooker, for it is hard for him
to believe that such freedom and good results started
in the cramped school of imitation or mechanical
drudgery. Woe be to that so-called natural player
whose knowledge merely consists of the confidence of
youth! What if that confidence desert him? He
will soon want a surer foundation, and then indeed
must be content to be a mere shadow of his former
self, and go through the slow process of thinking out
his game, before he arise again, not merely a natural
player, but having that within him which begets con-
fidence--manufactures it, so to speak, as he requires it.

And this simple process apparently applies to any
golfer, whoever he may be, so long as he is desirous of



improving his game in any degree; and r trust that the
photographs taken on an entirely novel method will
prove of value, not only to such an one as a means of
progress, but also to others who care to study the
various methods of those who have excelled, and still
excel, in the Royal and Ancient game.
r am glad to say H. Vardon, Taylor, Braid, and

Herd, each most kindly consented to write some notes
on their own strokes illustrated by my photographs of
them; these notes have been left unaltered, and they
should be most valuable and interesting as showing
their different views of the game as they play it.

J am also fortunate in getting Mr. Harold H. Hilton
to write a few words on each of the amateurs,
criticising their game as he sees it. As Mr. Hilton is
the only amateur who has twice won the Open Cham-
pionship, and has a most keen power of observation
beside vast experience of the game, his views are a great
addition and help to the correct interpretation of the
photographs. .

Me Hal Ludlow, the well-known artist, has most
kindly given his valuable services towards ensuring the
truthful reproduction of the' photographs in the half-
tone process. Mr. Ludlow plays from the scratch mark
himself, and J feel my indebtedness to him is great.

Owing to the necessity of having numerous photo-
graphs, the number of the players had to be limited.

One rather regrets that the famous quartette of Open
Champions are the only professionals in the book, as
there are others, both amateur and professionals,



whose influence on the game is hardly less, and whose
methods would make a most interesting study. Those
who are included in the book have been either Open or
Amateur Champions, with the exception of those few
amateurs who are internationals.

I am in the happy position of being my own photo-
grapher, and I leave the photographs to speak for
themselves. I feel sure that all golfers will appreciate
not only the device which shows the stance, but the
fact that the photographs are taken during an actual
stroke, so making them of much more value than the
ordi nary" posed" illustrations.

Lastly, in order that those who never have the
opportunity of seeing the best golfers may know a
little more than the photograph shows, their ages,
weights and heights are given; these may help those
who have not already decided for themselves the
methods which they will adopt in regard to stance and
swing, but to further attain this object the lengths of
various clubs used by Vardon, Taylor, and Braid, men
of quite different heights and build, are given. So far as
I am concerned, the compilation of the book has given
me great pleasure, which I hope may be shared by all
readers: I trust that it may be the means of their im-
provement, and help them while they are thinking out
their games, to acquire the knowledge that they are
really on the right lines, and so beget that confidence
which is so essential to success.

GEORGE W BELDAM.
BOSTON LODGE, .

BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX.



THE device on which the golfers are standing is a
square of FOUR FEET, subdivided into smaller squares
of SIX INCHES, measured from the centres of the white
lines, which are half-an-inch wide. By counting these
six-inch squares the position of the feet to the ball is
at once seen for every shot. If the player wishes, by
marking these out on the ground he can see and ex-
perience for himself the various methods of the differ-
ent Champions as regards stance, which is of so great
importance, a,nd by so doing may possibly adopt for
himself sound principles in this respect.
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J A:\[ES BI,AID (continued)

Finish with Driver . . . . . .
Address and Stance with Cleek.
Top of Stroke with Cleek
Finish with Cleek . . . . . .
Address and Stance with Iron
Top of Stroke with Iron ...
Finish of Iron . . . . . .' .
Address and Stance i-Cleek ag~inst 'Vind
Top of Stroke i-Cleek against Wind
Finish i-Cleek against Wind . .
Address and Stance with Mashie
Top of Stroke with Mashie. . .
Finish of Mashie . . . . . . .
Stance. Putting . . . . .
James Braid's Clubs. Dimensions

ALEX. HERD ~~e2~~

Grip. Top of Swing . . . . .
Address and Stance with Driver
Upward Swing with Driver
Finish with Driver .
Address and Stance with Spoon
Top of Swing with Spoon
Finish with Spoon. . . . . . .
Address and Stance. Driving Iron
Top of Stroke. Driving Iron
Finish. Driving Iron . . . . . .
Address and Stance. Medium Iron.
Top of Stroke. Medium Iron
Finish. Medium Iron. . . .
Address and Stance. Mashie
Top of Stroke. Mashie
Finish. Mashie
Stance. Putting

MR. H. H. HILTO J (page 239).

Grip. . . " .
Address and Stance with Driver
Upward Swing with Driver
Finish with Driver . . . . .
Address and Stance. Brassey
Upward Swing with Spoon ..
Finish with Spoon. . . . . .
Address and Stance with Iron
Top of Stroke with Iron . . .
Finish with Iron
Address and Stance. Lofted Approach
Top of Stroke. Lofted Appro:tcb .

PLATE :-10. PAGE

VI 174
VII 177
VlII 178
IX 181
x 182
XI 185
XII 186
XIII 189
XIV 190
xv 193
XVI 194
XVII 197
XVIII 198
XIX 201

202

I 2°5
II 206
III 2°9
IV 210
V 213
VI 214
Vll 217
VIII 218
IX 221
X 222
XI 225
XII 226
XIII 229
XIV 23°
XV 233
XVI 234
XVII 237

I 238
II 249
III 250
IV 251

V 252
VI 253
"II 254

VIII 255
IX 256
X 257
XI 258
XII 259



I have sent you Oil the PilOtos alld the few

remarks on each stroke which is shown, and hope that it will

be of some little help to Golfers wllO read and learn from the

book, and IlOpe the different strokes sllO..wn will help tltem

onwards in tlte very trying game of Goif.



I grip the club with both thumbs over the shaft.
keeping a firm hold with the left hand, also gripping
tight with the three fingers of the right hand, leaving
my forefinger and thumb loose, so that the club can
work.
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 205 

GR IP 
TOP OF SWING 



LATE No. JJ 
ALEX. H Enn 

206 

ADDRESS 
AND STANCE 
WITH DR IVEl< 



In driving I stand with the ball very near the
middle of the body with right foot advanced a little.
Tn the upward swing I take the club-head back first, not
the hands, allowing the wrists to be loose so that the
driver will get to its proper place at the top of the
sW1I1g.

The ball is about six inches to the right of my left
heel, with arms and club as near the centre of the body
as possible.



In taking the club back it should not be lifted, but
swung round the body, letting the body and legs work
with the swing. At the top of the swing I try to get
the wrists underneath the shaft, so that the club-head
will come down the right way on to the ball.

The weight of my body goes on to the right leg and
the body also turns from the hips on the ball of my
left toe; I keep the head quite steady during this.

Beginners should try and avoid pushing the left knee
forward, as this brings the weight on to the tip of the
toe, and there is great danger of overbalancing; beside
bringing the body into the wrong position for the follow
through in the downward stroke.

[In the photo I struck a little too soon, as Herd is not
quite at the top of the swing, hence the left wrist is not
shown where it would be at the top of the swing, viz. :
more underneath the shaft.-Author.]
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III 
A LEX. H ERD 
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UPWARD SW])lG 
WIT H DR l n oR 
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LATE No. IV 
ALRD 

210 

FINISH 
WITH DRIVER 



In the follow through I let everything go at the
ball, with club-head and arms going. out full stretch as
far after the ball as possible.

I let the wrists, especially the right wrist, come into
the ball at about two feet from it, with a quick follow
through. At the moment of striking I turn on the
right foot, and allow the knee to bend towards the
left leg, bringing the right shoulder well round. In
playing my Brassey I stand about the same as when
using my driver, and swing just the same, with the
exception that when playing out of cupped lies I
jerk a little behind the ball to get it away, taking a
little turf with the stroke.



In my address with my spoon I stand a little nearer
the ball, also a little nearer with my right foot. I play
different strokes with this club. Sometimes I play for
a heeled ball, and sometimes for a hook, it just depends
how I want to play the shot.

This is my favourite club, anq I find it a very good
substitute for my cleek. I think it is better than the
cleek, as it stops the ball quicker after it touches the
ground.

In playing for a slice, the ball is about opposite my
left heel, whereas in playing for a pulled ball it is nearly
opposite my right heel.
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.PLATE No. V 

A LEX. H ERD 
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ADDR ESS 
AND STANCE 
WITH SPOON 



TE N o. VI 
ALEX. H ER D 

2 14 

TOP OF SWING 
W ITH SPOON 



In swinging with my spoon I swing just the same as
in playing with my other wooden clubs, with wrists
underneath the handle of shaft at the top of the
SWIng.

All I have said about the upward swing in the drive
and brassey I can only repeat here.



In following through with my spoon I jerk a lot of
my strokes with it so that I can keep the ball straighter
on the line.

In playing for a sliced ball, I pull my arms slightly
across the ball, stopping them very quickly after
" hitting" the ball. In playing for a pulled ball, I let
the right wrist turn well into the ball at the moment
of '3triking. After striking, the club does not follow
through straight out after the ball, as I let the club
swing more round my body where possible. However,
I find it always best to go straight for the hole, letting
the right shoulder, arm, and club go out with all
available speed after the ball, in the direction of its
flight.
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E No. VII 
A LEX. H ERD 

2 17 

F I N ISH 
WITH SPOON 



ERD 

230 

ADDRESS 
AKD STAS H l E 



In my approach shots I stand a little more behind
the ball with the right thumb down the shaft, playing
well off the right foot. I stand well behind the ball to
get on plenty of cut.



In taking my mashie back, I keep my right elbow
well into the right side, taking the club back with
stiff wrists, not letting them work too much, and
only slightly bending them at top of the stroke. The
left knee works differently in this shot, and bends
slightly forward towards the ball.

The club is pushed back well behind the ball, bending
the left arm and wrist a little, and taking the hands up
in a line with my chest.



TE No. XV 
AI.EX . HEI 

233 

TOP OF STROKE 
~'l ASHIE 



r. No. XVI 
ALERU 

234 

FINISH 
~ I ASHIE 



In following through with the mashie, I try and stop
my arms as quickly as possible after the ball has been
struck to get the cut on, and I do not let them go
out so far after the ball.
, My right knee bends slightly at the time of striking,
in the direction the ball has to go. This lets my right
arm go well out and through, and the hands finish in a
line with my chest, but when putting cut on I stop
them in a line with my hips, not allowing the right
knee to turn so much as in the ordinary wrist stroke.
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